Please follow the attached links to an integrated suite of visual aids that highlight key safety points that drivers should be aware of. The videos can be viewed as whole or individual scenes selected to highlight particular points. They are ideal for use in toolbox talks, an induction process or as part of a safety training or awareness event.

The resources consist of humorous animations and videos which convey powerful safety messages very clearly. They can be used with an audience of any nationality as everything is based on visual rather than spoken or text based messages. They are relevant to anyone who drives a vehicle.

Detailed below is a link to the Safequarry YouTube channel where the videos can be viewed and on the following page links to specific scenes with a brief description of the topic covered.

[LINK TO THE SAFEQUARRY YOUTUBE CHANNEL SCROLL DOWN TO THE CEMEX SAFE DRIVING VIDEOS]

Please see the next page for links to individual scenes.
INTRO  Introduction

Scene 1  Drink and drive - "the morning after"

Scene 2  Safety checks on your vehicle

Scene 3  Wearing seat belts

Scene 4  Using mobile phones

Scene 5  Checking mirrors - cyclist awareness

Scene 6  Pedestrian awareness

Scene 7  Speed and road awareness

Scene 8  Driving whilst tired

Scene 9  Maintaining safe distances from other traffic

Scene 10  Concentrating on driving - avoid distractions

Scene 11  Awareness and consideration for other road users

Scene 12  Adjusting driving to reflect the weather conditions and visibility

Scene 13  Safe tipping

Scene 14  Avoiding U-turns

Scene 15  "The final judgement"